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Abstract

We introduce a scalable searching protocol for locating and retrieving content in random networks with heavy-tailed and in
particular power-law (PL) degree distributions. The proposed algorithm is capable of finding any content in the network with
probability one in time O(log N), with a total traffic that provably scales sub-linearly with the network size, N. Unlike other proposed
solutions, there is no need to assume that the network has multiple copies of contents; the protocol finds all contents reliably, even if
every node in the network starts with a unique content. The scaling behavior of the size of the giant connected component of a random
graph with heavy-tailed degree distributions under bond percolation is at the heart of our results. The percolation search algorithm
can be directly applied to make unstructured peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, such as Gnutella, Limewire and other file-sharing systems
(which naturally display heavy-tailed degree distributions and approximate scale-free network structures), scalable. For example,
simulations of the protocol on the limewire crawl number 5 network [Ripeanu et al., Mapping the Gnutella network: properties
of large-scale peer-to-peer systems and implications for system design, IEEE Internet Comput. J. 6 (1) (2002)], consisting of over
65,000 links and 10,000 nodes, shows that even for this snapshot network, the traffic can be reduced by a factor of at least 100, and
yet achieve a hit-rate greater than 90%.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation

The literature on scale-free or power-law (PL) structures in complex networks can be divided into three main classes:
Group (i): The class of empirically discovered PL relations, mostly in the degree distribution of these networks. The

work of this group was mostly populated with the discovery of such PL relations for Internet in 1999 [12], quickly
followed by similar discoveries for many other complex networks from neural networks to peer-to-peer (P2P) networks.

Group (ii): The class of work that aims at finding dynamical models that can produce networks with PL degree
distributions. These models mostly constitute of gradual addition of nodes and some variations of preferential attachment
of the new links to the existing nodes. By tuning the parameters of these models, a continuum of PL distributions could
emerge (see [7] for a survey of these models). These dynamics were mainly aimed at modelling the emergence of
empirically discovered PL relations.

Other authors have examined the emergence of PL structures in networks as the outcome of ongoing performance
optimization in evolving networks (e.g., for optimized tolerance in [9]). For example, in the case of communication
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networks, optimal utilization of the heterogeneity of the resources available to the members of the network, calls for
nonuniform connectivity distributions. To optimally utilize the resources of the network, nodes with more resources
and capabilities should assume more central roles, often by acquiring more connections.

Group (iii): A fairly recent class of work based on the idea that network formation protocols can be designed to
ensure the existence of PL connectivity structure in the emergent complex networks. This group [21,23], argues that
random PL (or other heavy-tailed) networks are in fact desirable topologies for communication networks of various
kinds, and such topologies can be actively exploited to provide scalable global services in highly dynamic and ad hoc
environments.

The works of Group (iii) was motivated, among other things, by the controversy on the accuracy of dynamical
models in accounting for characteristics observed in real networks, or even the sheer existence of some of the those
characteristics. For instance, a couple of years after the discovery of PL relations in Internet [12], the authors in [10]
reexamined the data on which the results in [12] were based and found that these data can only provide an incomplete
view of the Internet topology. They showed that a more complete data set reveals that while the distribution of the
connectivity in the Internet is still heavy-tailed, it deviates significantly from a strict PL. These findings thus challenge
the extent of the validity of many PL relations found in the works of Group (i), as well as, the accuracy with which
dynamical systems proposed in the works of Group (ii) (which predict the emergence of strict PL distributions) can
model existing systems. Group (iii) avoids this debate and addresses the issue of Designer Complex Networks, i.e.,
vari- ants of the dynamical rules proposed in the work of Group (ii) can be used as the basic protocols for large-scale
networks, resulting in the emergence of desired complex networks (e.g., networks with tunable PL exponents and mul-
tiple scale-free distributions), which can then be harnessed to provide global services in a robust fashion.

Whether or not PL distributions exist in existing complex networks, one thing is certain; these PL distributions will
emerge if someone actually builds a network from scratch with the dynamical rules proposed in the works of Group
(ii). Thus is PL (or other heavy-tailed distributions) are in fact desirable for a communication network, autonomous
dynamical protocols can be designed to result in such connectivity structures in the emerging network. The works
of Group(iii), is thus based on this idea; network formation protocols can be designed to ensure the existence of PL
connectivity structure in the emergent complex networks.

The work presented in this paper, follows this philosophy. We show that an unstructured P2P communication system
can exploit heavy-tailed connectivity structure of the network for scalable search. In separate works [21], we devise
protocols that ensure the emergence of scale-free connectivity structures even in ad hoc and unreliable dynamical
environments. Furthermore, we show how these protocols can take into account the heterogenous distribution of
the resources between the nodes of the networks. For instance, the high-connectivity nodes (the hubs) in the emergent
network can be guaranteed to be chosen from nodes with higher resources. Therefore, throughout this paper, we assume
the network topology is a random PL network and we are only concerned about the performance of the proposed search
algorithm on such networks.

P2P networking systems consist of a large number of nodes or computers that operate in a decentralized manner
to provide reliable global services, such as query resolutions (i.e., database searches), ad hoc point-to-point commu-
nications, and cluster or P2P computing. The existing P2P schemes can be broadly categorized into two types: (1)
Unstructured P2P networks: Such networks include the popular music and video download services, such as Gnutella
[13], Limewire [19], Kazaa [1], Morpheus [2], and Imesh [3]. They together account for millions of users dynamically
connected in an ad hoc fashion, and creating a giant federated data base. The salient feature of such networks is that the
data objects do not have global unique ids, and queries are done via a set of key words. (2) Structured P2P networks:
These include systems under development, including Tapestry [25], Chord [24], PASTRY [20,11], and Viceroy [15],
and are characterized by the fact that each content/item has a unique identification tag or key; e.g., an m-bit hash of
the content is a common choice, leading to the popular characterization of such networks as Distributed Hash Table
(DHT) P2P systems.

As opposed to the unstructured networks, which are already being used by millions of users, most of the structured
systems are in various stages of development, and it is not clear at all which system is best suited to provide a reliable,
load-balanced, and fault-tolerant network. Moreover, unstructured searches using key-words constitute a dominant
mechanism for locating content and resources, and for merging/mining already existing heterogeneous sets of data
bases. Thus, unstructured P2P networking will continue to remain an important application domain.

In spite of the great popularity of the unstructured P2P networks, systematic designs of provably robust and scalable
networks have not been proposed, and most of the networks currently being used are still ad hoc (even though ingenious)
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in their designs. The three major problems in designing unstructured P2P systems are: (i) Lack of systematic protocols
for generating global networks with predictable topological properties: A number of recent studies [22,18] have shown
that the structure of the existing networks has complex network characteristics, including approximate PL degree
distributions, 1 small diameter, tolerance to node deletions, etc. However, client-based protocols that guarantee the
global emergence of scale-free networks with tunable properties have not been implemented. (ii) Traffic scalability
problems: In a straightforward approach to query resolution, in order to find an object, all the nodes in the network need
to be addressed, leading to O(N) total queries in the network for every single query. This results in significant scaling
problems and Ripeanu et al. [18] estimated that in December of 2000 Gnutella traffic accounted for 1.7% of Internet
backbone traffic. As reviewed later, a number of ad hoc measures, ranging from forcing an ultra-peer structure on the
network to random walk protocols for searching content, have been proposed. But none of these measures provides a
true solution to the underlying scalability problem. (iii) Vulnerability to targeted Attacks: It is well known that one can
crawl such networks and identify the high-degree nodes quite quickly, and thus can potentially disrupt the network,
by attacking these high-degree nodes. Protocols for identifying or compensating for such attacks, or even recovering
efficiently after such an attack has disrupted the network are yet to be designed.

In this paper, we provide a systematic solution to the scalability problem for unstructured P2P networks. We first
show how to perform scalable parallel search in random networks with heavy-tailed degree distributions, defined as
those networks for which the variance of the degree distribution diverges as �(N�), and in particular PL networks with
exponents between 2 and 3, when each node starts with a unique content, and queries are made randomly for any of
these contents from any of the nodes (Section 3). The key steps in our search algorithm are: (i) an initial one-time-only
replication of a node’s content list or directory in the nodes visited via a short random walk, and (ii) a probabilistic
broadcast scheme for propagating queries, which in graph theoretic terms is an implementation of bond percolation on
the underlying networks. We would like to note that, while the design of the protocol is based on involved theoretical
concepts, the final protocol is straightforward and is very easy to implement. For example, for a PL network with
exponent, � = 2, and maximum degree kmax, we show that any content in the network can be found with probability
one in time O(log N), while generating only O(N × 2 log kmax

kmax
) traffic per query. Thus, if kmax = cN (as is the case

for a random PL network) then the overall traffic scales as O(log2 N) per query, and if kmax = √
N (as is the case for

most grown graphs) then the overall traffic scales as O(
√

N log2 N) per query. The reason we consider PL networks
is because unstructured P2P networks, both existing and proposed ones [23,18], are characterized by random PL and
heavy-tailed degree distributions. The scaling properties of our scheme for general heavy-tailed random networks are
provided in Appendix B. While the analytical results are derived for random graphs on a given degree distribution,
the conclusions remain valid for other classes of dynamically generated random graphs. This is verified (through
simulations) for a particularly interesting class of such dynamical networks, introduced in [23], which guarantee the
emergence of stable PL structures in unreliable environments. Finally, we provide both simulation and analytical studies
of the improvements to be accrued from the percolation search algorithms when implemented on existing Gnutella
crawl networks (Section 4).

2. The traffic scaling problem and prior work

The scaling problem associated with key-word-based searches in P2P networks can be described in terms of Gnutella,
which is a real-world network that employs a broadcast search mechanism to allow searching for computer files. Various
additions have been made [13] to the original protocol; however, the model is essentially the following: each query has
a unique identifier and a time-to-live (TTL). As a node receives a query it checks the identifier to verify that it has not
already processed this query. If the node has not previously processed the query, it checks its local files and responds
to the query if it finds a match. Finally, if the TTL is greater than 0, it decrements the TTL and passes the query to
all nodes it is connected to (except the node from which it received the query). The unique identifier prevents loops in
query routing. If the TTL is greater than the diameter of the network, each query passes each link exactly once, and
all nodes receive the query. This means that each node would send or receive each query a number of times equal to
the average degree of the network, 〈k〉, which means that total communication cost per query is 〈k〉N . Thus, every

1 A distribution is said to be a PL distribution, if P(k) ∼ k−�, where � > 0 is called the exponent of the distribution.
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node 2 must process all queries. This problem manifests itself in two important ways. First, low-capacity nodes are
very quickly overloaded and fragment the network. 3 Second, total traffic per node increases at least linearly with the
size of the network.

Following is an account of a few important attempts at mitigating the traffic scaling problem:
Ultra-peer structures and cluster-based designs: A non-uniform architecture with an explicit hierarchy seems to be

the quickest fix. This was motivated by the fact that the nodes in the network are not homogeneous; a very large fraction
of the nodes have small capacity (e.g., dial-up modems) and a small fraction with virtually infinite capacity. The idea
is to assign a large number of low-capacity nodes to one or more ultra-peers. The ultra-peer knows the contents of its
leaf nodes and sends them the relevant queries only. Among the ultra-peers they perform the usual broadcast search.

The ultra-peer solution helps shield low bandwidth users; however, the design is non-uniform, and an explicit
hierarchy is imposed on nodes. In fact, the two-level hierarchy is not scalable in the strict sense. After more growth
of the network, the same problem will start to appear among the ultra-peers, and the protocol should be augmented to
accommodate a third level in the hierarchy, and so on. In a more strict theoretical sense, the traffic still scales linearly,
but is always a constant factor (determined by the average number of nodes per ultra-peer) less than the original Gnutella
system.

The results of this paper might be considered as an alternative to artificially imposing a hierarchical structure:
in our percolation search algorithm, each search automatically distills an ultra-peer-like subnetwork, and no external
hierarchy needs to be imposed.

2. Random walk searches with content replication: Lv et al. [14] analyze random walk searches with file replication.
The random walk search idea is simple: for each query, a random walker starts from the initiator and asks the nodes on
the way for the file until it finds a match. If there are enough replicas of every file on the network, each query would
be successfully answered after a few steps. In [14], it is assumed that a fraction �i of all nodes have the file i. They
consider the case where �i might depend on the probability (qi) of requesting content i. They show that under their
assumptions, performance is optimal when �i ∝ √

qi .
This scheme has several disadvantages. Since high-connectivity nodes have more incoming edges, random walks

gravitate towards high-connectivity nodes. A rare item on a low-connectivity node will almost never be found. To mitigate
these problems, [14] suggests avoiding high-degree nodes in the topology. Moreover, this scheme is not scalable in
a strict sense either: even with the uniform caching assumption satisfied, the design requires O(N) replications per
content, and thus, assuming that each node has a unique content, it will require a total of O(N2) replications and an
average O(N) cache size. The above scaling differs only by a constant factor from the straightforward scheme of all
nodes caching all files.

3. Random walk on power-law graphs: In contrast to the above approach, Adamic et al. [4] proposed an algorithm
that takes advantage of the existence of high-degree nodes: a random walker starts from a node to resolve a query. At
each step of the walk, it scans the neighbors of the node it visits for hits. For a PL graph, the random walk quickly
converges towards high-degree nodes. These nodes are expected to have many neighbors; hence, they can answer many
queries. This work is among the few that attempt to derive the scaling behavior of the search time with the size of
the network N analytically. Their scheme, however, suffers from a serious issue: the walk very quickly finds a finite
fraction of all queries (e.g., 50% of the network), but their simulations show it takes time O(N.79) to query all nodes,
much longer than their analytical prediction of O(N.15).

Scanning neighbors is equivalent to getting each node to cache its directory (or content list) on each of its neighbors.
Thus, an advantageous characteristic of their work is having an average cache size of O(log N), in contrast to O(N) for
the previous scheme. This is because for a PL network with exponent 2, the average degree of a node is O(log N). One
should also note that the traffic on a highly connected node is much more than low-connectivity ones, because almost
all walks pass through them. For the very same reason, the contents of low-connectivity nodes are very hard to find.

As noted in the introduction, in this paper, we show that as long as the network topology is random and has an
appropriately heavy-tailed degree distribution, with some additional constraints (e.g., PL networks with exponent
between 2 and 3), then one can design a search protocol with the following characteristics: (i) each node can start with
a unique content and no assumption on the relative abundance of any content is necessary for the search algorithm
to succeed, (ii) a parallel probabilistic broadcast search can be performed (unlike the sequential random-walk-based

2 This has been mitigated somewhat with the introduction of ultra-peers as we discuss later in the section.
3 This is believed to have happened to the original Gnutella in 2000.
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search protocols discussed above) that finds any content, whether residing in a low-degree or a high-degree node, with
probability one in time that is logarithmic in the size of the network, (iii) the algorithm is truly decentralized and is
carried out only via local decisions, and (iv) no explicit hierarchy or central control needs to be imposed during the
operation of the network.

3. The percolation search algorithm and its scaling properties

The percolation search algorithm can be described as follows:
(i) Content list implantation: Each node in a network of size N duplicates its content list (or directory) through a

random walk of size L(N, �) starting from itself. The exact form of L(N, �) depends on the degree distribution of the
network (e.g., � can represent the PL exponent in a PL networks), and as will be proved shortly, is in general a sub-linear
function of N for many heavy-tailed networks and in particular PL random graphs. Thus the total amount of directory
storage space required in the network is NL(N, �), and the average cache size is L(N, �). Note that, borrowing a
terminology from the Gnutella protocol, the length of these implantation random walks will be also referred to as the
TTL.

(ii) Query implantation: To start a query, a query request is implanted through a random walk again of size L(N, �)
starting from the requester.

(iii) Bond percolation: When the search begins, each node with a query implantation starts a probabilistic broadcast
search, where it sends a query to each of its neighbors with probability q, with q = qc/�, where qc is the percolation
threshold of the network (see Appendix A for an introduction to the bond-percolation problem).

An instance of the percolation search algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1.
We next derive scaling and performance measures of the above algorithm. We state detailed results for a PL random

graph with an exponent 2�� < 3 for which the scalings can be explicitly found in terms of the network size and the
maximum degree of the nodes. For more general heavy-tailed random graphs, we will quote the results in terms of the
various moments of the degree distribution in Appendix B.

Our derivations will follow the following steps:
• Firstly, we define high-degree nodes and compute the number of high-degree nodes in a given network.
• Secondly, we show that after the probabilistic broadcast step (i.e., after performing a bond percolation in the query

routing step), a query is received by all members of a connected component to which an implant of that query
belongs. We also see that the diameter of all connected components is O(log N), and thus the query propagates
through it quickly.

• Thirdly, we show that a random walk of length L(N, �) starting from any node will pass through a highly connected
node, with probability approaching one. This will ensure that (i) a pointer to any content is owned by at least one
highly connected node, and (ii) at least one implant of any query is at one of the high-degree nodes.

• Finally, for PL random networks, we can examine the scaling of query costs and cache sizes in terms of the size of the
entire network N. We show that both cache size and query cost scale sublinearly for all 2�� < 3, and indeed can be
made to scale as O(log2 N) with the proper choice of � and kmax, the maximum degree of the nodes in the network.

3.1. High-degree nodes

In this section, we define the notion of a high-degree node. Throughput, we assume that we deal with random PL
graphs which have a degree distribution:

pk = Ak−�,

where

A−1 =
kmax∑
k=2

k−� ≈ �(�) − 1,

and �(·) is the Riemann zeta function. A approaches the approximate value quickly as kmax gets large, and thus can be
considered constant. For any node with degree k, we say it is a high-degree node if k�kmax/2. Thus the number of
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Fig. 1. Various phases of the percolation search algorithm. (a) The solid red node publishes a content which the dashed node will be looking for.
(b) The initial caching phases, the red nodes is replicated in a random walk of length 4. (c) The start of the query, the dashed node trying to find the
red node, will implant a query “seed” through a random walk. (d) Percolation search starts, any node with a query seed sends a query to a neighbors
with probability q = 1/3. (e) This continues recursively, here there is only two recursions. (f) The set of all nodes who have received the search
query. Two of these nodes also contain a replica of the red node, which means that there are two hits.

high-degree nodes, H is given by

H = N

(
A

kmax∑
k=kmax/2

k−�

)
.
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Since for all decreasing, positive, f (k) we have
∑b

k=a f (k) >
∫ b+1

a
f (k) dk >

∫ b

a
f (k) dk and

∑b
k=a f (k) <∫ b

a−1 f (k) dk, we can bound H from above and below

H >
A

� − 1

(
1

( 1
2 )�−1

− 1

)
N

k�−1
max

and

H <
A

� − 1

(
1

( 1
2 )�−1(1 − 1

kmax/2 )
− 1

)
N

k�−1
max

.

For kmax → ∞ we have that 1
kmax/2 → 0 thus

H ≈ A

� − 1
(2�−1 − 1)

N

k�−1
max

.

We have shown that H = O( N

k�−1
max

). As we discuss in Section 3.5, there are two choices for scaling of kmax. If we put

no prior limit on kmax it will scale like O(N1/(�−1)). As we will discuss, we may also consider kmax = O(N1/�). We
should note that the first scaling law gives H = O(1), or a constant number of high-degree nodes as the system scales.
The second gives H = O(N1/�). For all ��2, we have H scaling sublinearly in N.

In the next sections, we will show that without explicitly identifying or arranging the high-degree nodes in the
network, we can still access them and make use of their resources to make the network efficiently searchable.

3.2. High-degree nodes are in the giant component

In conventional percolation studies, one is guaranteed that as long as q−qc = � > 0, where � is a constant independent
of the size of the network, then there will be a giant connected component in the percolated graph. However, in our
case, where we deal with heavy-tailed networks (e.g., PL networks with 2���3), limN→∞ qc = 0 (for example,
qc = log(kmax)

kmax
for a PL network with exponent � = 2 [6]), and since the traffic (i.e., the number of edges traversed)

scales as O(〈k〉Nq), we cannot afford to have a constant � > 0 such that q = � + qc: the traffic will then scale linearly.
The conventional analysis can be extended to show that even if q = qc/� for a constant � (thus, limN→∞ q − qc = 0)
one is still guaranteed to have a giant connected component in the percolated graph (see Appendix A).

We want to make our communications cost increase as slowly as possible. Hence, we will percolate not at a constant
above the threshold, but at a multiple above the threshold: q = qc/�. We consider this problem in detail in a separate
work, including the scaling behavior of the size of the giant connected component(s) at a multiple of the percolation
threshold. As for this paper, it suffices to prove the existence of a constant �� independent of N for which a finite
fraction of the high-degree nodes are within the same connected component after the percolation at qc/� for any
� > ��. Thus, any randomly picked high-degree node will be part of a connected component with a constant probability.
This problem is briefly considered in the Appendix A which includes an introduction to the generating functions
formalism for dealing with random graphs.

It remains to be shown that the diameter of the connected component is on the order of O(log N). To see this, we
use the approximate formula l ≈ log M

log d
[17] of the diameter of a random graph with size M and average degree d. We

know that the size of the percolated graph is Nz
kmax

〈k〉 for some constant z, and the average degree is at least 2 (see
Appendix A). Thus, the diameter of the giant component is

l =
log

(
Nz
kmax

〈k〉
)

log(2)

= log N
kmax

+ log z + log〈k〉
log(2)

= O(log N).
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At this point we have presented the main result. If we can cache content on high-degree nodes, and query by
percolation starting from a high-degree node, we will always find the content we are looking for with a constant
probability. Repeating the process by starting from randomly chosen high-degree nodes, the probability of the success
can be made arbitrarily close to one with only a constant number of attempts. We have not yet addressed how each
node can find a high-degree node. In the next section, we show that by taking a short random walk through the network
we will reach a high-degree node with high probability, and this gives us the final piece we need to make the network
searchable by all nodes.

3.3. Random walks reach high-degree nodes

Consider a random PL network of size N and with maximum node degree kmax. We want to compute the probability
that following a randomly chosen link one arrives at a high-degree node. To find this probability, consider the generating
function G1(x) (see Appendix A) of the degree of the nodes arrived at by following a random link:

G1(x) =
∑kmax

k=2 k−�+1xk−1

C
, (1)

where C = ∑kmax
k=2 k−�+1. This results in the probability of arriving at a node with degree greater than kmax

2 to be

P� =
∑kmax

k=kmax/2k
−�+1

C
. (2)

Since the degrees of the nodes in the network are independent, each step of the random walk is an independent sample
of the same trial. The probability of reaching a high-degree node within �

P�
steps is

1 − (1 − P�)
�/P� �1 − e−�.

Therefore, after O(1/P�) steps, a high-degree node will be encountered in the random walk path with high (constant)
probability. Now we need to compute P� for � = 2 and 2 < � < 3. Since for all decreasing, positive, f (k) we have∑b

k=a f (k) >
∫ b+1

a
f (k) dk >

∫ b

a
f (k) dk and

∑b
k=a f (k) <

∫ b

a−1 f (k) dk, we can bound the following sums.

If � = 2, we have the probability of arriving at a node with degree greater than kmax
2 is

P2 =
∑kmax

k=kmax/2k
−1

C
>

log(kmax) − log(kmax/2)

C
= log 2

C
,

and C = ∑kmax
k=2 k−1 < log(kmax) . We finally get

P2 >
log 2

log(kmax)
. (3)

For � = 2, then in O(1/P2) = O(log kmax) steps we have reached a high-degree node.
If 2 < � < 3, we have the probability of arriving at a node with degree greater than kmax

2 is

P� =
∑kmax

k=kmax/2k
−�+1

C
>

1

� − 2
(2�−2 − 1)

1

Ck�−2
max

,

and C = ∑kmax
k=2 k−�+1 < 1

�−2 (1 − 1
k�−2 ). We finally get

P� >
2�−2 − 1

k�−2
max − 1

. (4)

For 2 < � < 3, then in O(1/P�) = O(k�−2
max) steps we have reached a high-degree node, which is polynomially large in

kmax rather than logarithmically large, as in the case of � = 2.
A sequential random walk requires O(k�−2

max) time steps to traverse O(k�−2
max) edges, and hence, the query implantation

time will dominate the search time, making the whole search time scale faster than O(log N). Recall that the percolation
search step will only require O(log N) time, irrespective of the value of �. A simple parallel query implantation process
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can solve the problem. To implement k�−2
max query seeds for example, a random walker with TTL of K = log2 k�−2

max
will initiate a walk from the node in question and at each step of the walk it implants a query seed, and also initiates
a second random walker with time to live K − 1. This process will continue recursively until the time to live of all
walkers are exhausted. The number of links traversed by all the walkers is easily seen to be

K−1∑
i=0

2i = 2K − 1

= k�−2
max − 1.

In practice, for values of � close to two, the quality of search is fairly insensitive to how the number of query implants
are scaled.

3.4. Communication cost or traffic scaling

Each time we want to cache a content, we send it on a random walk across L(N, �) = O(1/P�) edges. When we
make a query, if we reach the giant component, each edge passes it with probability q (if we do not reach a giant
component only a constant number of edges pass the query). Thus, the total communications traffic scales at most

as qE = qc〈k〉N/�. Since qc = 〈k〉/〈k2〉 we have C� = O(
〈k〉2N

〈k2〉 ). For all 2�� < 3, 〈k2〉 = O(k3−�
max). For � = 2,

〈k〉 = log kmax which gives

C2 = O

(
log2 kmaxN

kmax

)
. (5)

For 2 < � < 3, 〈k〉 is constant which gives

C� = O(k�−3
maxN). (6)

In Section 3.1, we showed that the number of high-degree nodes H = O(N/k�−1
max). We also know that L(N, �) = �/P�

and P2 = O(1/ log kmax) and P� = O(1/k�−2
max). Thus we can rewrite the communication scaling in terms of the

high-degree nodes, C� = O(L(N, �)2H). So we see that communication costs scales linearly in H, but as the square
of the length of the walk to the high-degree nodes. This meets with our intuition since the high-degree nodes are
the nodes that store the cache and answer the queries. In the next section we discuss explicit scaling of kmax to get
communication cost scaling as a function of N. Table 1 shows the scaling of the cache and communication cost in N.
We see that for all � < 3, we have sublinear communication cost scaling in N.

3.5. On maximum degree kmax of a PL random graph

There are two ways to generate a random PL network:
(i) Fix a kmax and normalize the distribution, i.e.,

pk = Ak−�, 0 < k�kmax, (7)

where

A−1 =
kmax∑
k=1

k−�. (8)

To construct the random PL graphs, N samples are then drawn from this distribution. For several reasons, the choice
kmax = O(N1/�) is recommended in the literature [5], and in our scaling calculations (e.g., Table 1) we follow this
upper bound.

(ii) No a priori bound on the maximum is placed, and N samples are drawn from the distribution pk = Ak−�,

where A−1 = ∑∞
k=1 k−�. It is quite straightforward to show that almost surely, kmax = O(N

1
�−1 ). Thus, when � = 2,

kmax = cN (1 > c > 0) in this method of generating a random PL graphs.
A potential problem with using the larger values of kmax, as given by method (ii), is that the assumption that the

links are chosen independently might be violated. Random graph assumptions can be shown to still hold when the
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Table 1

The scaling properties of the proposed algorithm when kmax = O(N
1

�−1 ) (top) and kmax = O(N1/�) (bottom)

kmax = O(N1/(�−1)) Cache Size Query Cost

� = 2 O(log N) O(log2 N)

2 < � < 3 O(N
�−2
�−1 ) O(N

2�−4
�−1 )

kmax = O(N1/�) Cache Size Query Cost
� = 2 O(log N) O(log2(N)N1/2)

2 < � < 3 O(N1−2/�) O(N2−3/�)

maximum degree of a PL random graph is kmax = O(N1/�) [5]. This however does not necessarily mean, that the

scaling calculations presented in the previous section do not hold for kmax = O(N
1

�−1 ). In fact, extensive large-scale
simulations (see Section 4) suggest that one can indeed get close to poly-logarithmic scaling of traffic (i.e., O(log2 N)),
as predicted by the scaling calculations in this section.

There are several practical reasons for bounding kmax, as well. First, in most grown random graphs, kmax scales as
N1/�. While grown random graphs display inherent correlations, we would like to compare our scaling predictions
with performance of the search algorithm when implemented on grown graphs. Hence, the scaling laws that would
be relevant for such P2P systems correspond to the case of bounded kmax. Second, since the high-degree nodes end
up handling the bulk of the query traffic, it might be preferable to keep the maximum degree low. For example, for

� = 2, the traffic generated is of the same order as the maximum degree, when kmax = c
√

N , thus providing a balance
between the overall traffic and the traffic handled by the high-degree nodes individually.

4. Simulations on random PL networks and Gnutella crawl networks

Figs. 1–5 provide simulation results verifying the performance and scaling predictions made by the analysis presented
in the previous section. Note that in the simulations, TTL refers to the length of the random walks performed for content-
list replication and query implantation.

5. Simulations for dynamic PL networks

Our interest in PL random graphs is partly due to their ubiquitous existence in almost all examples of self-organized
complex network systems, ranging from neural networks to the Internet. There is perhaps a more important side to
the PL networks. Simple, local dynamical models can result in PL connectivity with tunable parameters, even in ad
hoc and unreliable environments, as suggested by the authors in [23]. An scalable search strategy on PL networks, in
combination with local protocols to emergence and maintenance of PL structures, can together provide an end-to-end
solution to high-performance unstructured P2P networking.

Theoretical considerations in this paper, were based on a random network model on a given degree distribution. For
networks generated with the dynamics in [23], we have verified the superior scaling properties of the percolation search
algorithm through simulations. One such result is reported in Fig. 5. The network examined in Fig. 5 is created with
the following dynamical model: starting from a small random core, (i) a new node is added at each time step. The new
node will make 2 preferentially targeted links to the nodes already in the network. The probability that a node with
degree k receives a connection is proportional to k. (ii) For any new node added, with probability c = 0.6, a randomly
selected node and all its edges are deleted. (iii) If a node loses a link, it will initiate n = 1 preferentially targeted link
compensation. The results of [23] suggest that the network grown with this dynamics will emerge into a PL graph with
exponent � = 1 + 2/(1 − c + 2nc) = 2.25. Fig. 5 shows the traffic required to find 85% of all the contents that exist
in the network at a given time.

6. Performance on heterogeneous random graphs

So far, we have assumed a uni-modal heavy-tailed distribution for the networks on which percolation search is to
be performed. In reality, however, P2P networks are heterogeneous, consisting of categories of nodes with similar
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Fig. 2. Scaling behavior of the percolation probability required for a fixed hit-rate of 95% as a function of the network size for a network with � = 2.
For the top figure, the maximum degree is scaled as kmax = 4N1/2 while it is scaled as kmax = N3/4 in the bottom figure. The scalings predicted
in the paper are also plotted for comparison.

capabilities or willingness to participate in the search process; e.g., the dominant categories in existing P2P networks
are, modems, DSL subscribers, and those connected via high-speed T-1 connections. Thus, the degree distribution in a
real network is expected to be a mixture of heavy-tailed (for nodes with high-capacity) and light-tailed (for nodes with
lower capacity) distributions. We now show that the performance of the percolation search algorithm is not limited to
the case of a uni-modal PL random graph. In fact, the percolation search performs well as long as the variance of the
degree distribution is much larger than its mean.

Consider as an example the case of a bi-modal network, where a fraction x of the nodes have degree distribution Pk

with a heavy tail, while the rest have a light-tailed degree distribution Qk . Assume that the average degree of the two
categories of nodes are the same for the sake of simplicity. The percolation threshold qbi

c of this graph is then related
to qc the percolation threshold of a graph with the same degree distribution as of Pk as: qbi

c = qc/x. Therefore, as
long as a good fraction of all the nodes have a heavy tail, all observations of this paper still hold for a heterogeneous
network. As far as the overall traffic is concerned, the total number of links traversed is at most (xN)pbi

c = Npc or
the same as the case where all nodes had a heavy-tailed distribution Pk . The query and content implantation times are
however a bit longer in this case.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the percolation search algorithm on a Gnutella crawl graph: the hit-rate as a function of the fraction of links used in search, for
limewire crawl number 5. The crawl covers around 65,000 links and 10,000 nodes. The hit-rate for different number of trials are depicted separately.
The TTL used for both query and content implant has length 30. It shows that even for this snapshot network, the traffic is reduced by a factor of at
least 100 for a hit-rate greater than 90% in four attempts.

Heterogeneous networks, on the other hand, can naturally provide traffic shielding to low capabilities nodes as
follows. Consider a network with say two categories of nodes. One with heavy-tailed degree distribution and the other
being light tailed. The percolation search works by cutting out many links of the network, and therefore almost all nodes
participating in the search process are the ones that are highly connected, which are mostly part of the heavy-tailed
group. For instance, if the light-tailed group has exponential degree distribution, then the probability of any of node
of the light-tailed category participating in the search process is exponentially small. Naturally then, the nodes of the
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Fig. 5. The scaling of the fraction of links traversed to obtain 85% hit-rate as a function of the network size, for a PL dynamic network with � = 2.25,
constructed with deletion-compensation dynamics (see text for details). Caching is done with a constant TTL of 20.

Table 2
The fraction of nodes that participated in a search for a hit rate of 98%, in a network consisting of two power-law modes: 4000 nodes (called the
heavy-tailed mode) have a power-law exponent � = 2 while 20,000 others (called the light-tailed mode) have an exponent � = 4

Heavy tailed Light tailed Overall

3.50e−2 2.22e−5 6.12e−3

TTL of 20 was used for both query and content implants.

light-tailed category are exempted from participation in the search process. Now if it is somehow ensured that only
high-capability nodes are members of the heavy-tailed group, then the percolation search process naturally shields the
low-degree nodes from the search traffic; see the following table for a typical simulation result (Table 2).

7. Concluding remarks

We have presented a novel scalable search algorithm that uses random walks and bond percolation on random graphs
with heavy-tailed degree distributions to provide access to any content on any node with probability one. While the
concepts involved in the design of our search algorithm have deep theoretical underpinnings, any implementation of it
is very straightforward, and can be easily incorporated into any software system and protocol. Our extensive simulation
results using both random PL networks and Gnutella crawl networks show that unstructured P2P networks can indeed
be made scalable. Moreover, we show that even in networks with different categories of nodes (i.e., graphs where the
degree distribution is a mixture of heavy- and light-tailed distributions) the search algorithm exhibits the favorable
scaling features, while shielding the nodes with light-tailed degree distribution from the query-generated traffic.

Our ongoing and future work involves the design of systematic protocols that will guarantee the emergence of scale-
free network topologies, even when the participating nodes have different bandwidth capacities. The percolation search
algorithm, combined with such networking protocols, will then have the potential to lead to the systematic and truly
decentralized design of scalable and robust unstructured P2P networks.
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Appendix A. The fraction of connected high-degree nodes in the percolated network

The percolation problem [16] on a graph can be described as follows: for any edge of the graph with probability
q keep the edge and with probability 1 − q delete it. This is called bond percolation. Instead, if any node is deleted
with probability 1 − q and is kept with probability q the problem is called the site percolation problem. A lesson from
percolation theory is that usually for infinitely large graphs, there is a critical probability qc such that for all q > qc the
resulting network almost surely will not have any giant (infinite) connected component. Moreover, below that threshold
the graph will almost surely have an infinitely large connected component.

A.1. Generating functions formalism

Consider a random graph with a specific degree distribution Pk , that is, the probability that a randomly chosen node
has degree k is Pk . The generating function for x the degree of a randomly chosen node is

G0(x) =
∞∑

k=1
Pkx

k. (A.1)

The generating function for the degree of a node found by following a random link would be:

G1(x) = G′
0(x)

G′
0(1)

. (A.2)

Consider H0(x), the generating function for the size of the connected component that a randomly chosen node
belongs to as well as H1(x) the generating function for the size of the connected component that a randomly selected
link would belong to. If any edge is present with probability q (the site percolation) it can be shown that H1, H0 should
satisfy the following set of equations:

H1(x) = 1 − q + xG1(H1(x)), (A.3)

H0(x) = 1 − q + qxG0(H1(x)). (A.4)

Consider now the average size of the connected components:

〈sb〉 = H ′
0(1) = qG0(H1(1)) + qH ′

1(1)G′
0(H1(1)),

H ′
1(1) = qG1(1)

1 − qG′
1(1)

,

H1(1) = 1 ⇒
〈sb〉 = q

(
1 + qG1(1)G0(1)

1 − qG′
1(1)

)
,

where 〈sb〉 is the average size of connected components when there is no giant connected component for bond percola-
tion. This average diverges when qc = 1

G′
1(1)

corresponding to the phase transition and appearance (or disappearance)

of a giant connected component. This is called the percolation probability

qc = 1

G′
1(1)

. (A.5)

The size of the giant connected component when present is found to be

S = 1 − H0(1) = q{1 − G0(u)}, (A.6)

where u is the smallest positive solution to

u = 1 − q + qG1(u). (A.7)
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Fig. A.1. (Left) The fraction of the high-degree nodes in the giant connected component as a function of the network size for various values of q/qc.
For q/qc > 1, this value is a constant almost independent of N. (Right) The scaling of the size of the largest connected component after percolation
at a multiple of threshold q/qc = 5.

A.2. Graphs with vanishing percolation threshold

We are interested in situations with q close to qc to have as small messaging as possible while having a giant
connected component. For finite network size N, the percolation threshold qc(N) might depend on N. In conventional
percolation theory, one usually picks a fixed percolation probability q. If

q − lim
N→∞ qc(N) = � > 0, (A.8)

then it can be shown that there exists a constant 0 < ��1 such that the size of the connected component is at least �N

as N → ∞.
In contrast, we will derive the size of the connected component when the percolation probability q(N) also depends

on N and furthermore: limN→∞ q(N) = limN→∞ qc(N) = 0. But: limN→∞
q(N)

qc(N)
= k > 1. Thus, we derive the

size of the connected component when qc < q>1 by assuming u in (Eq. (A.7)) to be close to 1 and perform a Taylor
series expansion of (Eq. (A.7)) around 1:

u = 1 − � = 1 − q + q{G1(1 − �)}
= 1 − q + q{G1(1) − �G′

1(1) + �2G′′
1(1)},

� = −q�G′
1(1) + q

�2G′′
1(1)

2
,

� = 2(
q
qc

− 1)

qG′′
1(1)

.

Inserting in (Eq. (A.6)) to find S when expanded around 1, one gets

S = 2G′
0(1)(

q
qc

− 1)

qG′′
1(1)

� 2G′
0(1)

qcG
′′
1(1)

. (A.9)
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The first equality in (Eq. (A.9)) is the characteristics of any infinite-dimensional percolation problem [8], that is, the
size of the giant connected component linearly depends on (q − qc) for q → q+

c . In particular, for q = 2qc, one gets

S � G′
1(1)G′

0(1)

G′′
1(1)

. For a PL exponent � = 2 and maximum degree kmax?1, and assuming qc/q = �, the size of the

connected component would be S � 2(1 − �)�−1 log(kmax)
kmax

, while for 2 < � < 3, S ∝ 1
kmax

.

Further analysis (dropped from this appendix for brevity) is required to show that for any 2�� < 3, there exists a
constant �� such that for any � > �� a constant fraction of all the high-degree nodes (the nodes with degree greater than
kmax/2 belong to the same component). These are also verified through simulation in Fig. A.1.

Appendix B. Scaling properties for general heavy-tailed random graphs

The scaling properties of the percolation search algorithm for heavy-tailed PL random networks where derived in
details in the text. In this Appendix, we drive the scaling properties for more general heavy-tailed random graphs. This
will prove useful in characterizing, in broader terms, other properties of random graphs (apart from being heavy tailed)
necessary for the success of the percolation search.

Consider a general random graph for which the generating function of the degree distribution and that of the degree

of the nodes arrived at by following random links are G0(x) = ∑∞
k=1 pkx

k , G1(x) = G′
0(x)

G′
0(1)

, respectively.

Let us assume that the graph has a finite mean (independent of N) and a variance that scales as 〈k2〉 = �(G′
1(1)) =

�(N�) for some constant 0 < � < 1.
The percolation threshold is q−1

c = G′
1(1) = �(〈k2〉). Thus, the total number of links after the percolation is at

most: Nqc = O(N/G′
1(1)). From (A.9) the total number of links in the giant component after the percolation is

�
(
N

G′
1(1)

G′′
1(1)

)
. Thus the probability of any remaining link after percolation to belong to the giant component is

�
(

G′′
1(1)

(G′
1(1))2

)
. Therefore, sampling at most M = O

(
(G′

1(1))2

G′′
1(1)

)
nodes that have any edges after the percolation, one can

find a node who is part of the giant connected component.
Next, to find the size of the content and query implantation phases, we need to find R, the probability of a randomly

followed link to arrive at a node who will have a link left after the percolation. Since the percolation is at a multiple
of threshold qc = G′

1(1)−1, we would need to find the probability that a randomly followed link would arrive at a

node with degree �(G′
1(1)) = �(〈k2〉). Consider the probability distribution of the degree of the nodes arrived at by

following a random link, the generating function of which is G′
1(x). The probability R is the probability that sampling

this distribution will yield a value greater than the mean of this distribution.
Putting it all together, the scaling of the traffic would be as

T = O

(
N

〈k〉
〈k2〉

)

while the scaling of the number of query and content implants are

C = O

(
G′′

1(1)

RG′
1(1)2

)
= O

⎛
⎝ ∑∞

k=1k
3pk(∑∞

k=1k
2pk

)2∑∞
k=�〈k2〉k2pk

⎞
⎠

for an arbitrary positive constant � < 1. PL random graphs have the useful property that the probability R is not too
small. In fact when � = 2, this probability would be in the order of one, and as such, it would only take a few steps for
an implantation procedure to find a high-degree node.
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